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made perhaps his most telling impact.
The 13 items here are all familiar selections, from the general recording literature now (itself general, thanks greatly

time.

technically superb artist. lntonation and

nerisms he developed, precious turns of
emphasis or exaggerations of color, are
still evident, if reduced by the diminished
agility of age. Yet, we are dealing with a
67 year old singer at whom we can only

marvel for having retained so much of
the voice of his younger years ! The instru mental partners seem to carry to

anemic extremes the very spare style of

"authentic" playing, but at least

they

provide reticently tastef u I support, and

the recording sound is

given the opportunity

bowing are faultless, and his tone

is

large and sparkles like burnished silver.

The creamy richness of his cello-like G
string is wonderf ul to hear. However, my
copy of the disc was warped, and the
sound at first was slightly shallow. However, substituting an Osawa Disk Mat f or
the Nagaoka Crystal mat on the turntable brought out the full richness of the
violin tone. Also, the concavity of the
Osawa mat served to minimize the warp.
It is in the Franck sonata where
Oliveira faces the greatest number of
challengers and where he opens our

unobtrusively
natural. The sleeve includes all the texts,

souls the least. The current Schwann
lists a plethora of performances of this

the French producers are even able to

sonata, among them the classic Heifetz
and Rubinstein version (Seraphim 60230).
Oliveira's interpretation is straightforward
with a tonal insistence and a sense of

and annotations in multi-lingual form;
and, unfettered by usual British insularity,

provide each piece with its Zimmerman
number!
Some American label should now
pick up this record ing f or normal domes-

tic distribution, given its musical and

sentimental interest. Until then, lcan unashamedly recommend this import edition
of both a touching memento and a satisfying musical document.
Barker

-

SAINT-SAEHS: Sonata No. 1 for violin and
piano in D minor, Op. 75.
FRAHGK: Sonata for violin and piano in A
jor.

Elmar Oliveira, violin; Jonathan Feldman,
a

to premier on
in repertoire that is less than
shopworn. lt is clear that Oliveira is a
record

How can one really judge or carp,

pi

debut in 1979.
It is good to see a young violinist

to his example) and f rom his own earlier
recordings of most of them. So here he
is, singing them all again, just one last
under these circumstances? One rTlay,
perhaps, observe that some of the rnan-

ma

Concert. ln 1975, Oliveira won both the
Walter W. Naumberg and the G.B. Dealy
Dallas News competitions. Recitals followed, culminating in his Carnegie Hall

no.

CBS Mastenruorks MX 35829, $8.98.

Oliveira is the latest in a long line of
young violin virtuosi. He won the Tchaikovsky lnternational Violin Competition,

and also at that competition won the
prize for the best interpretation of an
original composition. He is the first

American to win both prizes. The son of
Portuguese immigrants, he began studies
at the Hartt College of Music in Hartford
at the age of 11. He was 16 when he was
chosen by Leonard Bernstein to appear

as soloist with the New York
monic Orchestra in a

46

PhilharYoung People's

urgency that

is

An lntriguing Artisr

to muster in the third movement.

SCHUBERT: Sonata in- F sharp minor, D.
57116041510; Sona ta in F minot; D.6251505.

degree oi intensity that the f Iute is able
Oliveira's performance of the Saint_

Sadns Sonata No. I is fiery and full of
brilliant tone that scintillates. His ptay_

ing is again smooth and secure. He demonstrates a clean rhythmic sense, and in
this work his big tone is used to great ef-

fect. His is a robust and impaisioned

performance. Once more, Oliveira is up
against Heifetz, this time accompanied

by Brooks Smith (RCA ARM 4-0947). Heitelz weaves an enticing f iligree of sound.
by turn heroic and jocund. But in this

work, Oliveira is heard at his best and
proves a match.

Skoda for his now deleted four-volume
RCA Victrola recordings of the Schubert
Sonatas. Badura-Skoda's completions

also served as the basis for a superb

complete recording by Hanae Nakajima
on the German Colosseum label.
Now we have a newcomer by the
name of Tirimo (who, like Solomon, uses

that single name only), whose own completions of the unfinished Schubert sonatas are to be printed next year. This is
Tirimo's second recording to appear on
the American market (M usical Heritage
Society issued his Brahm s Concerto No.

there no doubting at all?
It is perhaps unfair to turn to Heitelz' perf ormance f or comparison, a perso

in thirds in the second

movement

(measure 48).
There are two other performances

of this sonata that are worth attention.

Du Pre and Barenboim (Angel 5-369371Franck intended this work to be played

by either violin or cello-capture

per-

fectly the sweet sadness, the pressedf lower quality of the music, yet there is
also robustness a-plenty when required.
lhave not heard the piano part better
performed. Galway and Argerich, in a
transcription for flute and piano (RCA
LRL 1-5095), also give a perf ormance f ull

A major obstacle to more fre-

issued by Henle about four years ago.
These were the versions used by Badu?a-

movement

so "right,"

ried out) of completing them later. Some

middle movements went ast r?y, only to
be rediscovered and placed in their
proper contexts long after Schubert's

tive, accurate published edition, but that
problem was recenily resolved by the appearance of Paul Badura-Skoda's performing edition of the unfinished sonatas,

is out of character with the music. His
technique is so prodigious that it all
seems so easy and there is nothing beneath the surface. Oh, happy youth. ls

formance that seems

Schubert's incomplete piano sonatasand there are a f ull dozen of them-remain terra incognifa to most pianists. ln
most cases, Schubert abandoned the
f irst or last movements of these works
just as the recapitulation was to begin,
apparently with the i'ntention (neve r car_

death.

there is already a feeling of tension that

varied in vibrato, rubato and portamenlo, so effortlessly malleable in the shape
of the phrases, as in the subtle flexibility
of the pulse change as Heifetz moves into the a tempo melodic sequence rising

Tirimo, piano.
Saga 5409, $7.98.

quent performance of these marvelous
works has been the lack of an authorita-

troublesome.. By the

ninth measure of the first

)

of poignancy that falls short only in the

Oliveira: Sparks like burnished silver.

Oliveira's accompanist, Jonathan

Feldman, is every bit a match for Oliveira,

and it is only when one hears what

Ba-

renboim makes of , for example, the simple rising third of the very first measure

of the Franck that one realizes how
much is being missed.
The sound on the record is good.
Peter Eliot Stone provides informative

notes, but no recording dates or locations are given, and it would have been
interesting to know the maker of Oli-

veira's violin.

Oliveira is clearly a major tatent.
Anyone wishing to sample the Oliveira
technique in full cry should try the last
few minutes of the Saint-Sa€ns sonata.
One can but hope that given time his
"age will perform the promises of his
youth. "
-Payne

American Record Guide

october
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2 some months ago). This Greek-born ar-

tist proves to be a Schubert interpreter

of exceptional intelligence and sensitiv-

ity.He imbues the music with greater

tonal and rhythmic backbone than did
Badura-Skoda, and he enlivens Schubert's

melodic lines with a resonant legato. He

is a more assertive pianist than some
who have turned their attention to this

music, but he never forces his admirable
piano sound beyond reasonable bounds.

As for his completions of Schubert's unfinished movements, Tirimo of-

fers highly pfausible ideas which, particularly in the f irst movement of D. 625, dif-

fer considerably f rom Badura-Skoda,s pub-

lished versions. The latter, for instance,
begins the recapitulation in the subdominant key (a typicalty Schubertian

practice), while Tirimo opts for the more
conservative choice of the tonic. Tirimo
d7

